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Follow this and additional works at: https://tigerprints.clemson.edu/lib_pres
Part of the Cataloging and Metadata Commons
Describing Historical Images
This project created and applied a 
controlled vocabulary of local subject 
headings to items in the Clemson 
University Historical Images Online. 
Because of their visual nature and 
importance to Clemson history, the 
images needed enhanced description to 
provide additional access points. 
Decisions were often user-informed based 
on researcher questions fielded by 
Clemson University Libraries’ Special 
Collections and Archives.
Controlled vocabulary of local subjects 
are managed in CollectiveAccess. 
Historical research on new subjects is 
conducted using archival collections 
(yearbooks, catalogs, meeting minutes, 
student newspapers) and found sources 
are documented in subject record. 
THE PROJECT
1. Library of Congress Authorities not
sufficient for local researcher needs -
few local names, events, and topics.
2. Existing local subjects not controlled,
leading to inconsistencies.
3. Unwieldy local subject faceted list
could overwhelm researchers.
4. Minimal guidelines on how to create,
format, and apply local subjects.
Who or what is important enough to 
receive a local subject?
How broad or narrow should they be?
When do you apply narrow local subject 
vs. broad LC Authorities?
CHALLENGES
1. Normalized existing local subject
headings - deduplicated, fixed
inconsistencies, deleted/broadened
certain terms.
2. Implemented controlled vocabulary of
local subject headings.
3. Created more detailed guidelines to
standardize formatting and provide
criteria for creating local subjects.
4. Relied on cataloger judgment,
experience, and knowledge of
collection to create/apply subjects.
5. Formatting  subjects  follows RDA to
prepare for future global sharing via
NACO.
➢ Relating historic names to current
names of buildings and departments.
➢ Defining broadness of local subjects on
case-by-case basis but also within and
across all digital collections.
CONCLUSIONEXAMPLES
Images courtesy of Clemson University 
Libraries’ Special Collections and Archives, 





How can a local subject serve all digital 
collections?
How do we find all images of a 
building by a single term?
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